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Electrical conductivity and thin-film growth dynamics
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It is known that surface steps can give rise to diffusion barriers and generate moundlike rough surfaces
during thin-film growth. We study the influence of moundlike rough surfaces on electron scattering and
electrical conductivity of semiconducting and metallic thin films. For a semiconducting film, the intraminiband
cutoff qc limits the contribution from mound surface scattering. Three different cases are illustrated to show
how surface morphology affects the conductivity:q0,qc , q05qc , andq0.qc . Hereq0 is the ring position
of the surface power spectrum. For a metallic film with a single rough boundary, quantum size effect~QSE!
oscillations are shifted in phase and weakened by the presence of wavelength selection in surface morphology.
In this case, the conductivity reaches a minimum at a certain value of the system correlation lengthz when the
mound separationl obeys the conditionl.lF or l,lF ~lF being the Fermi wavelength!. The presence of
cross correlation in films with two rough boundaries greatly influences the initial stage of QSE oscillation of
metallic films. Finally, we show that the size and shape of quantum effects depend very much on the different
growth modes. The power-law behavior of the conductivity versus film thickness can be dramatically altered
during dynamic growth, which provides a reasonable explanation for recent experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When the thickness of a smooth and continuous cond
ing film is reduced in one direction, the component of t
wave vectorq of electrons in this direction becomes qua
tized. This leads to the quantum size effect~QSE! which can
affect the electrical conductivity.1 Also the surface of a thin
film adds additional electron scattering and has a signific
influence on the film conductivity~the so-called classica
size effect2 ~CSE!!. The presence of rough boundaries in th
films can strongly influence QSE in the electrical transp
properties. Jalochowskiet al. found that the resistivity of ul-
trathin Pb films and Pb-In alloyed films on Si~111!~636!-Au
~Ref. 3! and ultrathin Au films on Si(111)(737) ~Ref. 4!
has a 1 ML-periodic oscillations versus thickness due to
periodic change of the surface roughness. In the Pb
Pb-In systems additional 2 ML-period oscillations due to
QSE ~Ref. 1! were observed. Oscillations in resistivity v
thickness were also observed in Pt films,5 superposed meta
films of Ag, In, and Ga on 20 nm-thick base of Ag or Au6

Luo et al. observed that the conductivity of epitaxial A
films/24 nm Ag base/Si(111)(737) is proportional to the
square of the interface widthw and also has a complicate
relationship with lateral correlation lengthj.7 For quantum
wells, Sakakiet al. showed experimentally and theoretical
that the mobility of the two-dimensional electrons
modulated-doped AlAs/GaAs quantum wells is proportio
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~16!/11109~9!/$15.00
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to L26, whereL is the width of the quantum well.8 It was
also shown that agreement between theoretical calculat
and experimental data on the Hall mobility of metal-oxi
semiconductor field effect transistor devices9 and in the elec-
tron mobility of high-mobility Si~001! inversion layers10 im-
proves if the exponential correlation length at the Si-Si2
interface is taken into account. The interface roughness
also been shown to affect the electron subband of InAs/G
semiconducting quantum wells.11

On the theoretical side, there exist many studies of
influence of roughness on electrical resistivity usi
quantum-mechanical treatments.12–18 Fishman and Caleck
showed a power law behavior of thickness-dependent c
ductivity, s}ds.14 If the lateral correlation lengthj and the
electron Fermi wave vectorqF satisfies jqF!1, then s
52.1– 2.3 for a metal film, which describes the CoS2
thickness-dependent conductivity data well.19 For a semicon-
ducting films56, which is consistent with the thickness d
pendent electron mobility data of AlAs/GaAs quantum w
taken by Sakakiet al.8 However, the roughness correlatio
function has a significant effect on the conductivity wh
jqF.1. They have shown that whenjqF increases from less
than one to larger than one,s decreases from 2.3 to 1.5.14

Recently these works were extended to self-affine surface18

where a roughness exponentH (0,H,1) describes the
fractality of a self-affine surface/interface. It has been sho
theoretically that the value ofH significantly influences elec
11 109 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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11 110 PRB 61G. PALASANTZAS et al.
tron transport properties of metallic and semiconducting t
films.18 More specifically, the roughness exponentH influ-
ences not only the size and shape of QSE oscillations,
also the magnitude of the film conductivity.

So far most theories of roughness effect on electrical
sistivity only assume that the surface roughness is fi
when the film thickness changes. This condition is not sa
fied in most experimental situations. The roughness usu
varies during the growth process, for example, as show
both the layer-by-layer growth of Pb and Au films3,4 and the
epitaxial Ag films.7 The change in the surface roughness o
film and the increase of the film thickness are governed
the same dynamic growth process, and are very closely
lated to each other. For a perfectly smooth surface, the
crease of film thickness tends to increase the conductivit
the film. However, the increase of the roughness tend
reduce the conductivity due to the boundary scatteri
Therefore, the behavior of the conductivity as a function
thin film growth timet or thicknessd is a result of the com-
petition between the thickness increment and the rough
variation ~assuming that effects due to scattering by impu
ties, defects, and grain boundaries can be neglected!. Under
different film preparation conditions~substrate temperature
pressure, and growth rate!, or different growth methods
~physical vapor evaporation, sputtering, chemical va
deposition, etc.!, one may obtain a wide variety of differen
surface morphologies as well as the dynamic behav
which are inherently related to different growth mechanism
For example, in the epitaxial growth of a film, the layer-b
layer growth mode can commence in some cases, with
certain temperature regime, where each depositing laye
completed before the growth of the next layer starts.20 How-
ever, such a growth mode may not always occur. Inst
growth fronts with rough multilayer step structures in t
form of mounds ~unstable growth! could form during
growth.21–24 This is the result of the existence of an asy
metric step-edge diffusion barrier or Schwoebel barr
which inhibits the downhill diffusion of incoming atoms i
this multilayer step structure. In contrast, the noise-indu
roughening during the growth can lead to the formation
self-affine fractal morphology.23

One can imagine that a different dynamic growth proc
can give a different thickness-dependent or a growth-t
dependent behavior of the conductivity. A simple example
to assume that the thickness scales asd}t, the interface
width asw}tb, and the conductivity ass}dsw22.14 Substi-
tuting the first two relations into the third one, one findss

}ts85ts22b. This means that the general power-law relati
s}ds with s52.3 or 6.0 may not be observed because
combination of power-law growthw}tb and the time-
dependent thicknessd}t reduces the exponent value of th
conductivity froms to s85s22b. Up to now, most of those
dynamic growth effects have not been considered in
thickness-dependent conductivity. Also previous theoret
works did not consider how different kinds of morpholog
would affect the surface conductivity. Moreover, the effe
of roughness in films with two rough boundaries as well
the cross correlation arising from roughness correlation
tween film/substrate and film/vacuum interfaces on the e
trical conductivity have not been considered yet.

In this paper, we correlate phenomenological roughn
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correlation models with the thin film conductivity. We sho
that the dynamic growth process does alter the conducti
vs thickness behavior. The paper is organized as follo
First, we formulate the equations describing the dou
boundary effect on the conductivity in Secs. II and III. The
we investigate the effect of a single rough mound bound
on the conductivity of semiconducting and metalic films
Sec. IV. For semiconducting films the quantum transport f
mula can be simplified, and provides a basic starting poin
understand the morphological effect. In this section we a
discuss the conductivity of metallic films with a sing
mound surface. In Sec. V, we concentrate on the dyna
growth effect ~unstable and stable! on the conductivity of
metallic films grown on a rough mound substrate~double
rough boundaries!. A conclusion is made in Sec. VI.

II. CONDUCTIVITY THEORY FOR THIN FILMS WITH
TWO ROUGH BOUNDARIES

When the bulk electron mean free path is much lon
than the film thickness, the electrical conductivity is prope
described by those formalisms which take into acco
quantum-mechanically electronic structure of the film.14 For
simplicity, we assume a model electronic structure based
free electron approximation and ignore bulk scattering p
cesses. Thus, electrons are scattered diffusively only
rough interfaces. In the following, we consider a film of a
erage thicknessd with two rough interfaces distinguished b
the indexb5(1,2) located atzb(r )5zb1hb(r ) ~z152d/2
andz25d/2!. Here, thehb(r ) are the random roughness flu
tuations which are assumed to be single-valued function
the in-plane position vectorr5(x,y). For each interface we
assume an isotropic auto-correlation functionCb(r )
5^hb(r )hb(0)& with ^hb(r )&50, and a cross correlation
function Cbb8(r )5^hb(r )hb8(0)& with bÞb8. In the Born
approximation the in-plane conductivity is given by14

s5
4e2

\d (
v51

N

(
v851

N

~EF2«v!~EF2«v8!@C~EF!vv8#
21,

~1!

with the matrix elements @C(EF)#vv8(5@Cin(EF)#vv8
1@Ccor(EF)#vv8) describing intra- and intersubband trans
tions. The matrix elements are equal to the sum of an in
herent termCin ~incoherent scattering by two rough inte
faces! and cross correlation termCcor terms ~coherent
scattering by different interfaces!. In Eq.~1!, N is the number
of occupied minibands, andEF is the Fermi energy.

The matrix elements@Cin(EF)#vv8 of the coherent part of
scattering were calculated in Refs. 25 and 26, and their
tensions to the case of a single layer film with double rou
boundaries~ignoring any spin-splitting effects! take the form

@Cin~EF!#vv85 (
b51

2 Fdvv8 (
m51

N

qv
2Lb

vmE
0

2p

^uhb~qvm!u2&du

2qvqv8Lb
vv8E

0

2p

^uhb~qvv8!u
2&cosuduG ,

~2!
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PRB 61 11 111ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY AND THIN-FILM . . .
with Lb
vm5Ub

2cv
2(zb)cm

2 (zb). ^uhb(q)u2& is the Fourier
transform of the auto-correlation functionCb(r ) ~assuming
isotropic roughness!, qvv85(qv

21qv
222qvqv8 cosu)1/2, qv

5@(2m/\2)(EF2Ev)#1/2 and is the wave vector of thev
miniband edge,u is the angle betweenqv andqv8 , cv(z) is
the quantized electron wave function in thez direction for a
film with smooth boundaries, andUb is the confining poten-
tial at thebth interface.14 The matrix elements of the cross
correlated part are calculated in a similar way but for indic
bÞb8.27 Thus, we have

@Ccor~EF!#vv852Fdvv8 (
m51

N

qv
2L12

vmE
0

2p

^uh12~qvm!u2&du

2qvqv8L12
vv8E

0

2p

^uh12~qvv8!u
2&cosuduG ,

~3!

with L12
vm52@U1cv(z1)cm(z1)#@U2cv(z2)cm(z2)#.

^uh12(q)u2& is the the Fourier transform of cross correlati
function C12(r ). The number of occupied minibandsN and
the Fermi levelEF for a film of given thicknessd and elec-
tron density n are determined from the relation18 nd
5(m/p\2)(NEF2(v51,

N Ev) with the areal electron densit
ns5nd. If the electrons are localized in the film by an infi
nite confining potential well (Ub→1`), then the edge of
the vth miniband is given byEv5(\2/2m)(vp/d)2 ~Refs.
14 and 18! with Lb

vm5(h2/4md3)2v2m2 and L12
vm5

2(h2/4md3)2v2m2. Note that the validity of the above con
ductivity formalism requires the roughness amplitude to
much smaller than the film thicknessd (w!d).8,14

III. FOURIER TRANSFORM OF MOUND SURFACES

In order to correctly account for the cross correlations
films with double rough boundaries, we will consider t
growth within the framework of linear Langevin growt
equations. These equations have been shown to describ
growth mechanism reasonably well in various cases.24 The
roughened growth front is described by the linear equati

]h2~r ,t !/]t5Lh2~r ,t !1h~r ,t !, ~4!

with h(r ,t) being a Gaussian white noise such th
^h(r ,t)h(r 8,t8)&52Dd(r2r 8)d(t2t8), ^h(r ,t)&50, D be-
ing the noise amplitude, andL being the linear operatorL
56v¹22k¹4. The coefficientk is proportional to the sur-
face diffusion coefficient of incoming atoms during film
growth. The coefficientv with a ~2! sign describing unstable
growth due to Schwoebel barrier or a~1! sign describing
stable growth due to condensation/evaporation.24 Performing
a Fourier transform of Eq.~4! ~Ref. 24! one obtains the
roughness spectrum̂uh2(q,t)u2& of the film/vacuum inter-
face and the cross correlation roughness spect
^uh12(q,t)u2&

^uh2~q,t !u2&5e2L~q!t^uh1~q,t !u2&1~8p!D~e2L~q!t

21!L~q!21, ~5!

^uh12~q,t !u2&5eL~q!t^uh1~q,t !u2& , ~6!
s

e

r

the

t

m

with L(q)57vq22kq4, andhi(q,t) being the spatial Fou-
rier transform ofhi(r ,t). Both spectra are necessary relatio
for further calculations of the film conductivity.

A moundlike rough morphology can also be described
a phenomenological height-height correlation function24

C(r )5w2e2(r /z)2
J0(2pr /l) where its Fourier transform ha

the form24

^uh~q!u2&5~2p!~w2z2/2!e2~4p21q2l2!~z2/4l2!I 0~pqz2/l!,
~7!

whereJ0(x) andI 0(x) are the zeroth-order Bessel and mod
fied Bessel functions, respectively. There are three rough
parameters in the model: the interface widthw, the system
correlation lengthz, which determines how randomly th
mounds are distributed on the surface, and the aver
mound separationl.24 Combining both lateral length scalesz
andl we can define an effective lateral correlation lengthj
by the relation (1/j2)5(1/z2)1(p2/l2). Note that the cor-
relation functionC(r ) has an oscillatory behavior forz>l
~strong Schwoebel effect! leading to a characteristic satellit
ring at q052p/l of the power spectrum̂uh(q)u2&.24

IV. CONDUCTIVITY OF SEMICONDUCTING AND
METALLIC FILMS WITH A SINGLE MOUND SURFACE

Semiconducting films. As the electron densityn of a semi-
conducting film is very low, usually the number of occupie
minibandsN is small, sayN51 or 2. If we takeN51, the
electrical conductivity can be analytically expressed as

s5G0H 4n

p2 F E
0

2p

~^h1~q!2&1^h2~q!2&22^h12~q!2&!

3~12cosu!duG21J d6, ~8!

whereq5@4pnd(12cosu)#1/2, is the amplitude of scattere
momentum transfer andG05e2/2p\. Equation~8! shows
that only certain spatial frequency regime of the surface m
phology will contribute to the conductivity. This follows
from the fact thatq ranges from 0 to an upper cutoffqc

5A8pnd, which is fixed for constant areal densitynd.
Equation~8! also shows that the forward electron scatteri
~u'0 or u'2p! does not contribute to the resistivity, whil
backward electron scattering (u5p) gives the dominant
contribution.

Clearly from Eq.~8! we obtain the power-law behavior o
the film conductivity versus film thickness ass}d6. Since
the Fermi wavelengthlF for a semiconducting film is usu
ally large~;10 nm!, the QSE oscillation for semiconductin
films is not obvious as for metallic films. Therefore, in th
following we only discuss the morphological issue on t
conductivity of semiconducting films for mound roughnes
For a single mound boundary we havêh1(q)2&
5^h12(q)2&50. Since^uh2(q)u2&5^uh(q)u2&}w2, the con-
ductivity will depend on the roughness amplitudew simply
ass}w22, while any other complex dependence will ari
solely from the dependence on the roughness parametel
and z. Note also that the validity of the above conductivi
formalism requires the roughness amplitude to be m
smaller than the film thicknessd (w!d).8,14
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11 112 PRB 61G. PALASANTZAS et al.
If we assume that the surface of a semiconducting fi
has a mound morphology with the power spectrum given
Eq. ~7!, @h2(q)5h(q)#, we can calculate the conductivit
according to Eq.~8!. Figure 1 shows the conductivity of
semiconducting film as a function of the system correlat
length z, for various values of average mound separationl
55, 6, 10, and 20 nm. In this case the cutoffqc
51.1 nm21, and the Fermi wave vectorqF is 0.7 nm21. For
these four different values of the average mound separati
we observe different behaviors from Fig. 1: Forl55 nm,
the conductivity decreases at small system correlation len
z, after it reaches a minimum, it increases dramatically.
l56 nm, the conductivity decreases monotonically with
creasingz. However, forl510 and 20 nm, thez-dependent
conductivity behavior is more complicated. In the smalz
regime, the conductivity decreases with increasingz and af-
ter reaching a minimum it increases again and eventu
saturates at a certain constant value for largez. The small-z
dependence in all these four cases is the same. The beh
of the conductivity in all those four cases can be underst
if we investigate the corresponding power spectra. Figur
shows the power spectra forl55, 6, and 10 nm in two
different cases:~a! l54z and ~b! l5z. In the casel
54z, there are only weak mounds on the surface, and
surface morphology is dominated by randomness, the po
spectra look very similar to those of self-affine surfaces. Az
increases, the power spectra become narrower, and
maximum amplitudes peak in the lower spatial frequen
regime. The integral value in Eq.~8! ~with ^h1(q)2&
5^h12(q)2&50! increases, while the conductivity decreas
This is in agreement with observations from self-affi
roughness.14 In this case, the electron forward scatteri
dominates.

However, whenz keeps on increasing, the ring appea
and becomes sharper. According to the discussion in Sec
the corresponding ring positions are 1.25, 1.05, and 0
nm21, for l55, 6, and 10 nm, as shown in Fig. 2~b!. Clearly
those cases correspond toq0.qc , q0'qc , andq0,qc . In
the caseq0.qc , when the ring becomes sharp enough,

FIG. 1. Semi-log plot of the conductivitys of a semiconducting
film vs system correlation lengthz for film thicknessd58 nm area
electron densityns54.831022 nm22, interface widthw50.3 nm,
and average mound separationsl55, 6, 10, and 20 nm.
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integral in Eq.~8! only covers part of the ring, and the valu
of the integration begins to decrease which leads to the c
ductivity increase. This turning point occurs at aboutzmin
5l. At very largez value, the ring becomes so sharp that
will be totally outside the integration limits, 0 toqc , and the
contribution of the surface roughness will be zero beca
the surface features are too small to scatter electrons. In
caseq0,qc , whenz increases at certain points, the integr
region covers the entire power spectrum, the integral in
~8! @with ^h1(q)2&5^h12(q)2&50# reaches the maximum
value while the conductivity becomes minimum. This cove
all the scattering events at all angles. At this point, we wo
expect zmin}(qc2q0)

2t, where our numerical calculation
shows t51.4660.08. Therefore, whenl increases,zmin
should decrease, which is the case shown in Fig. 1~seel
520 nm!. Whenz keeps on increasing, the power spectru
concentrates more aroundq0 , and the effective integration
region in Eq.~8! decreases. This causes the increase of
conductivity. However, whenz becomes very large, the
power spectrum tends to become ad function, and the con-
ductivity becomes constant. In this case, the electron tend

FIG. 2. The power spectraP(q) of surfaces withl55, 6, and
10 nm for~a! l54z, and~b! l5z. The straight lines in the figures
represent the cutoff wave vectorqc of the electron intraminiband
scattering.
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PRB 61 11 113ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY AND THIN-FILM . . .
be scattered into a certain angle, which is determined byq0 .
As l increases,q0 decreases, and this constant value of
conductivity increases. This means more specular reflec
of the electron occurs. In the caseq05qc , when the ring
appears, the integration always covers the lower half of
ring. As z increases, the power spectrum amplitude arou
q0 ~or qc! increases. Consequently, the probability of ba
ward scattering increases and the conductivity decrease
very largez, the electron backward scattering dominates, a
the conductivity becomes even smaller.

Metallic Films. Since the electron density for metall
films is very high, the number of occupied minibandsN can
be very large,N@1. In this case we should use Eq.~1! to
estimate the conductivity. First, let us consider a thin fi
with a single mound surface. Figure 3 shows the conduc
ity vs the film thicknessd for metallic films with a carrier
density n54.83101 nm23, a fixed interface width w
50.3 nm, a fixed mound separationl52.5 nm, and various
system correlation lengthsz. The corresponding Fermi wave
length islF'0.5220.57 nm. There are pronounced QSE o
cillations at small film thickness for variousz values. Gen-
erally, a new cycle of the oscillations begins when the Fe
level crosses a miniband edge. This is associated with
opening of new channels for scattering, which leads eff
tively to a drop in the conductivity. The oscillation period
about half the Fermi wavelength (lF/2'0.25 nm). However
from Fig. 3 we see that forz!l ~z51 nm in Fig. 3!, a weak
mound surface, the calculated QSE oscillations with incre

FIG. 3. Log-log plot of the conductivitys of a metallic film vs
film thicknessd for l52.5 nm, and variousz51, 2, 3, and 5 nm.
Herew50.3 nm, electron densityn54.83101 nm23.
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ing film thickness are weak. Asz increases, the phase o
quantum size effect gradually changes~see the curve forz
52 nm in Fig. 3!. Whenz.l, the phase shifts almost byp,
and the oscillation amplitude reaches a maximum atl'z
~see the curve forz53 nm in Fig. 3!. After z becomes larger
thanl, the phase of the oscillation changes a little withz, but
the amplitude of the oscillation increases~see the curve for
z55 nm in Fig. 3!. In this case, the mound morpholog
dominates the surface.

In order to understand this behavior, let us examine
thickness region ford50.4 nm tod50.8 nm. From Eq.~1!,
the conductivity come from both the intraminiband and
terminiband scattering processes. The transition matrix o
covers a certain spatial frequency region of the surf
power spectrum, same as the discussion above. For the i
miniband scattering, the frequency region is from 0 to 2qv ,
while for the inter-miniband scattering it is fromDquv5qu
2qv to qu1qv . Table I shows the number of minibandsN,
the Fermi wave vectorqF , the miniband edge wave vecto
qv , and the minimum wave vector during interminiban
scatteringDquv for those thicknesses. Figure 4 shows t
power spectra of a surface atl52.5 nm and for variousz
values. In this case, the ring of the power spectrumq0 posi-
tions at 2.51 nm21, which is far less thanqv shown in Table
I. For d50.4 nm,N51, andq1512.36 nm21, which is well
above q0 , the integral in Eq. ~8! @with ^h1(q)2&
5^h12(q)2&50# covers the whole power spectrum, and t

FIG. 4. The power spectraP(q) of surfaces withz51, 2, 3, and
5 nm forl52.5 nm. The arrows in the figure stand for the positio
of the minimum wave vector during interminiband scatteringDq12

for metal films with thicknessd50.5, 0.6, and 0.7 nm.
TABLE I. The number of minibandN, the Fermi wave vectorqF , the miniband-edge wave vectorqv ,
and the minimum wave vector during interminiband scatteringDquv for different film thickness.

d ~nm! N qF ~nm21! q1 ~nm21! q2 ~nm21! q3 ~nm21! Dq12 ~nm21! Dq13 ~nm21! Dq23 ~nm21!

0.4 1 14.65 12.36
0.5 2 15.31 13.96 8.75 5.21
0.6 2 13.72 12.68 8.87 3.81
0.7 2 12.82 12.01 9.15 2.86
0.8 3 13.27 12.67 10.69 6.09 1.98 6.58 4.6
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11 114 PRB 61G. PALASANTZAS et al.
conductivity for differentz should be close. As discussed
the above, the conductivity vs the system correlation lengz
should behave similarly to the curve ofl510 nm in Fig. 1.
From d50.4 nm tod50.5 nm, the Fermi energy crosses t
second miniband, the conductivity should be a minimu
This is the case for most surfaces withz.l. However, for
z,l, the conductivity is either at a maximum~z51 nm
curve atd50.5 nm in Fig. 3! or somewhere in the middle
~z52 nm curve atd50.5 nm in Fig. 3!. This means the
roughness of the surface does not contribute a lot to
conductivity. Fromd50.5 to 0.6 nm, sinceqv@q0 , the con-
tribution from the intraminiband scattering to the matrix e
ementCvv is almost the same. However, the interminiba
scattering contribution is different. As shown in Table I t
minimum wave vector during interminiband scatteringDquv
decreases from 5.21 to 3.81 nm21. For a surface morphology
with z!l, the interminiband integrations will increase,
do all the matrix elementsCvv , defined by Eq.~1!. This
requires a decrease in the conductivity. On the other ha
the increase of film thickness tends to increase the con
tivity. In the casez51 nm the roughness effect overcom
the thickness effect, and the conductivity decreases. Bu
z52 nm, the thickness effect is dominant. Forz.l, al-
thoughDquv decreases, it is still well outside the ring~see
Fig. 4!. Therefore, the contribution of the roughness to
matrix element atd50.6 nm is the same as that atd
50.5 nm, and the increasing thickness requires the con
tivity increase. When the film thickness increases from 0.6
0.7 nm, forz.l, the Dquv decreases into the power spe
trum ring, and the roughness starts to contribute to the c
ductivity. Then the conductivity drops. Forz!l, the rough-
ness effect begins to decrease since more forward scatt
contributes to the matrix elements. Fromd50.7 to 0.8 nm,
the Fermi energy crosses the third miniband, and we sho
observe another cycle of oscillation. Therefore, the shift
phase fromz!l to z.l is a reflection of the morphologica
transition from a nonmound surface to a mound surface.

For larger thickness, the conductivity can be appro
mated as a power law of the thickness,s;ds8, where the
value of exponents8 varies in the ranges8'1.9121.97.
This value is lower than 2.3. This is expected since the
fective lateral correlation lengthj is about 0.620.8 nm, and
jqF'7.5210.1. In fact this result is consistent with Re
14, which showed that forjqF.1, s,2.3.

V. CONDUCTIVITY OF METALLIC FILMS WITH
DOUBLE ROUGH BOUNDARIES

Now let us add the substrate roughness effect on the
conductivity. In this case, we assume the substrate
mound surface, and the metallic film grown on it follow
either unstable growth or stable growth as discussed in
III. The rough mound substrate is described by Eq.~7!, the
film/vacuum surface is described by Eq.~5!, and the cross
correlation by Eq.~6!. The growth coefficientsk and v are
assumed such that the surface and interface widths are m
smaller than the film thickness. This restriction impliesv
,k, and constrains the contribution of large length sca
(r .2pAv/k) that is dominated byv ~Schwoebel barrier or
evaporation/condensation! relative to short length scale be
.
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havior (r ,2pAv/k) that is controlled byk ~surface diffu-
sion!. These considerations are important for unsta
growth to avoid a breakdown of the validity of the line
approximation. Our calculations were performed for a fi
growth rateR50.2 nm/s~yielding a film thicknessd5Rt!
and a noise amplitudeD53. Moreover, the units of the co
efficientsD, k, andv in the growth equations are assum
such that@D#5Å/s, @k#5Å 4/s, and@v#5Å 2/s.

Unstable Growth. As shown in Fig. 5, in the unstabl
growth regime for substrate parametersz.l the conductiv-
ity is very sensitive to the Schwoebel barrier coefficientv,
affecting strongly the shape and size of time-dependent Q
oscillations, especially at longer growth time. For smallv
value ~5 0.5!, the conductivity increases almost as a pow
law with the growth time. However, for largev value
~5 1.0!, the conductivity increases much less than the cas
small v value, also the absolute value of the conductiv
drops. This effect indicates strong boundary roughness s
tering with increasing coefficientv, and is in agreement with
the fact that the surface becomes rougher with largerv value.

FIG. 5. Log-log plot of the conductivitys of a thin metallic film
vs growth timet ~unstable growth! for different v values:v50.5,
1.0 ~a! without cross correlation, and~b! with cross correlation con-
tribution. Here, the roughness parameters of the substrate aw
50.3 nm,z52 nm, l51 nm; andk55.0, and the electron densit
n54.83101 nm23.
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The contribution of nonzero cross correlation@Fig. 5~b!# al-
ters the conductivity behavior at early stages of grow
where QSE oscillations are significant. If we go back to
cross correlation Eq.~6!, for the unstable growth, the powe
spectrum of spatial frequencyq,q0 will be amplified while
high spatial frequency partq.q0 will be suppressed. Fo
initial growth, contribution from the growth front roughnes
is small compared to the growing substrate roughness
tribution. At this stage, substrate effect dominates the c
ductivity. However, as the growth time increases, the grow
front roughness will take over, and long-time behaviors
the conductivity with or without cross correlation should
the same, which is the case in Fig. 5.

Stable Growth. In the stable growth regime forz.l, Fig.
6 shows that the conductivity increases with increas
evaporation/condensation coefficientv, while the shape of
QSE oscillations is preserved. For the stable growth, the
face becomes smoother whenv becomes larger, which im
plies weaker surface/interface scattering, and the condu
ity increases with growth time. For stable growth the effe
of cross correlation is less significant for the substrate par

FIG. 6. Log-log plot of the conductivitys of a thin metallic film
vs growth timet ~stable growth! for differentv values:v50.5, 1.5,
and 2 ~a! without cross correlation, and~b! with cross correlation
contribution. Here, the roughness parameters of the substrate
w50.3 nm, z52 nm, l51 nm; andk55.0, and the electron den
sity n54.83101 nm23.
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eters considered@Fig. 6~b!#. On the other hand, in the stab
growth regime, the long time behavior of the conductiv

obeys a power law as a function of growth time,s;ts8.
Without cross correlation, at larget ~.10 s!, for v52.0, s8
51.98, and forv50.5, s851.93; with cross correlation, fo
v52.0, s851.97, and forv50.5, s851.94. This qualita-
tively agrees with our prediction mentioned in the introdu
tion and shows that the dynamic power law behavior of
conductivity can be affected by different growth mode
However, the discussion in the introduction was very cru
because we did not consider the change of the lateral co
lation length. For example, aftert.10 s, the lateral correla
tion length j for v52.0 should be larger thanA2vt
'0.6 nm. From the discussion in Sec. IV, one findsjqF

.7.5 aftert510 sec. If there is no change in bothw andj,
we would expects8'1.91 from Sec. IV. From the discussio
in the introduction, we would expect ans8 less than 1.91.
However Fig. 6~a! gives ans8 value larger than 1.91. There
fore, the growth of the lateral correlation length has a gr
impact on the conductivity behavior. This effect becom
even more pronounced when the substrate is rough. T
may provide a clue to solve the contradiction in the interp
tation of the experimental conductivity of CoSi.14

Fishman and Calecki used a Gaussian correlation func
to interpret the experimental result of CoSi.14 Their best fit
showed thatw54 Å and j52 Å. Under this condition,
sincejqF;1, s;2.3, which gives a remarkably good fit o
the experimental data. However, the morphological para
eters they obtained are quite unphysical. Becausej52 Å is
smaller than the lattice constant of CoSi~;3 Å!, the surface
should be very smooth (w;0). But their w54 Å contra-
dicts this expectation. In addition, the average local slo
w/j52 ~which means a surface has mounds with an aver
contact angle of 63.5°! is too large to be realistic. They als
tried different correlation functions~both Gaussian and ex
ponential! with different j. The exponents decreases asj
increases. Forj510 Å, s51.5, which is far below the value
obtained experimentally.14 All these considerations are base
on the assumption that at any thickness the CoSi films h
the samew and j, and these could not explain the expe
mental results. Our results show that even under the co
tion of jqF@1, if we include the dynamic growth effec
during CoSi film growth, as well as the substrate roughn
effect, we can still obtain an exponents8 very close to the
experimental results. Figure 7 plots the experimental d
presented in Ref. 14 and our model fit by assuming
exponentially-decaying auto-correlation function. We a
sume that bothw andj are functions of film thicknessd, and
w,j for any thickness. To our knowledge, there is no d
tailed study of dynamics roughening on solid-phase epita
Since it is a deposition process followed by an anneal
process, it is reasonable that thew will become smaller while
j will increase for larger film thicknessd. When w
514.8d20.22, and j516.44d0.23, the best fit givess852.4,
which is about the same as that obtained by Fishman
Calecki.14 Therefore, dynamic roughening process plays
very important role in the thickness dependent conductiv

In addition, the differents8 values for differentv imply
that at different growth temperatures, one may expect a
ferent power law for the thickness or growth time depend

are
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conductivity, given that the measuring temperature of
conductivity is the same. For example, at high temperatu
the growth is under thermal equilibrium, and one would e
pect a very smooth surface. In this case sincew;0, andj
;0, one would expect a very good theoretical explanat
without considering the dynamic roughening process. Ho
ever, if the growth is performed under low temperature,
dynamic roughening process cannot be ignored.

Comparing Fig. 5 with Fig. 6, we can see that the unsta
growth may give anomalous behavior of thicknes
dependent or growth time dependent conductivity, in ad
tion to the initial percolation transition from discontinuou
film to a percolated and continuous film. This is because
exponential increase ofw overcomes the growth of the la
eral correlation lengthj at long time, and the local slop
increases dramatically with time.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we studied in detail the influence
surface/interface roughness on the electrical conductivity
semiconducting and metallic films. We consider of thin film
with a single rough mound boundary and with two rou
boundaries. For semiconducting films with a single rou
boundary and when only one miniband is occupied, the e
tron scattering is due to the intraminiband scattering. T
intraminiband cutoffqc limits the contribution from mound
surface scattering. Three different cases are illustrated
show how surface morphology affects the conductivity:q0
,qc , q05qc , and q0.qc . For q0.qc , the center of the
power spectrum is outside the scattering wave vector.
largez.l, there is no contribution from the mound surfa
to the conductivity. Forq05qc , there is always half of the

FIG. 7. Our fit ~solid curve! to the experimental data~filled
squares! presented in Ref. 14. We assume an exponentia
decaying auto-correlation function, and that bothw andj are func-
tions of film thicknessd. The best fit givess}d2.4, when w
514.8d20.22, andj516.44d0.23.
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power spectrum contributing to the electron scattering.
very largez@l, since the mound separation is compatible
the wavelength of the scattered electron, the backward s
tering probability of electrons reaches its maximum, and
conductivity becomes a minimum. Forq0,qc , the entire
power spectrum contributes to the scattering. However
large z.l, q0 is the only scattering wave vector that ele
tron can chose, and the conductivity saturates.

For a single boundary metallic film, QSE oscillations a
shifted in phase and weakened by the presence of w
length selection in surface morphology. Since the miniba
edge wave vectorqv is usually much larger than theq0 ,
those effects mainly come from the electron interminiba
scattering. In this case, the conductivity shows a minimum
a function ofz for l.lF and/orl,lF ~with lF being the
Fermi wavelength!.

The formation of the double rough boundaries is cons
ered through linear~stable and unstable! Langevin equations,
which allow an estimation of cross-correlation electron sc
tering effects. The presence of cross correlation and the
growth mode were shown to influence significantly the fi
conductivity, as well as the size and shape of quantum
effects. For unstable growing surfaces, the conductivity
sensitive to the Schwoebel barrier coefficientv, which
strongly modifies the shapes and sizes of QSE oscillatio
In the stable growth regime, on the other hand, the shap
QSE oscillations in conductivity is preserved. We also ha
shown that even under the conditionjqF@1, the power-law
dependence of the conductivity versus film thickness~growth
time! can still give a large exponent (s8'2.0), which may
provide a way to explain some experimental results.

Finally, we should mention that the behavior of the ele
trical conductivity as a function of thin-film growth time is
result of the competition between the thickness increme
and the roughness variation with growth time. If the roug
ness increment is slower than the thickness growth, then
QSE oscillation preserves during growth, like in the sta
growth case. On the other hand, if the roughness incre
much faster than the film thickness, the loss of the cond
tivity caused by boundary roughness scattering will ov
come the gain by the increment of the thickness, and
QSE oscillations may diminish. In addition, we should e
phasize that the growth models we considered in this pa
are very simple, which may not be the case in reality, es
cially for unstable growth since here we considered only
early stage of the step barrier effect. Nevertheless, these
simple models demonstrate in principle how different grow
modes will affect the conductivity behavior of growing th
films.
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